MICHELANGELO'S SISTINE CHAPEL: THE EXHIBITION

A Life-Size, Up Close, Never Before Seen Perspective
Exhibition Overview

Michelangelo's Sistine Chapel: The Exhibition showcases the awe and wonder of one of the world's greatest artistic achievements while allowing visitors to experience this art, normally 60 feet away on Rome's Sistine Chapel ceiling, from an up-close, life-size, and never-before-seen perspective. Brought to life using a special photographic technique that reproduces the look and feel of the original paintings, visitors engage with the iconic artwork in ways otherwise impossible: seeing every detail, every brushstroke, and every color of the artist's 34 frescoes.

Each image is accompanied by informative signage and a free audio guide app for smart phones that provides in depth information about what the frescoes depict. Visitors can capture photos and set their own pace in this globally successful and inspiring exhibit. This exhibition is an innovative opportunity to encounter Michelangelo's timeless masterpiece.

Exhibition size as shown:
- Height: 5 Meters / 16 Feet
- Length: 47 meters / 154.2 Feet
- Width: 21 Meters / 68.8 Feet

Total Square Footage: 987 Square Meters / 10,624 feet.
Established & Globally Successful

2015 - 2019
Montréal, Canada – Palais des Congres
Dallas, TX – Women's Museum at The State Fair of Texas
Vienna, Austria – Votiv Cathederal
Munich, Germany – Alte Bayerische Staatsbank
New York, NY – Oculus at the World Trade Center
Paramus, NJ – Westfield Paramus
Shanghai, China – World Financial Center Shanghai
Springfield, MA – The Big E
Berlin, Germany – The Parochial Church
Chengdu, China – The Mix C, Chengdu
Houston, TX – The Corinthian
Hangzhou, China – The Mix C, Hangzhou
Tacoma, WA – Broadway Armory
Panama City, Panama – The Old Quarter
Orange County, CA – Christ Cathedral Campus
Bogota, Colombia – Iglesia Del Teatro ABC
Wroclaw, Poland – Cathedral of the Holy Cross
Denver, CO – The Hangar at Stanley

2020
St. Louis, MO – America's Center
Bloomington, MN – Mall of America
Phoenix, AZ – The Croft Downtown

2021
Atlanta, GA – Westside Cultural Arts Center
Charlotte, NC – The Savona Paper Warehouse
San Antonio, TX – Lambermont Estate
Chicago, IL – The Oakbrook Center
Charleston, SC – Festival Hall

2022
Shenzhen, China – Cloud Park
Los Angeles, CA – Burton Retail Center
New York City, NY – 100 Ave of the Americas
San Francisco, CA – St. Mary's Cathedral
Omaha, NE – The Capitol District
Nashville, TN – Ole Opry Mall
Brisbane, Australia – The Ice Cream Factory
Mexico City, Mexico – Central Comercial Antara
San Diego, CA – Westfield Mission Valley
London, United Kingdom – The Cannon Factory
Dayton, OH – Fairfield Commons
Cleveland, OH – Great Lakes Mall
Vancouver, Canada – Canada Place

2023
Portland, OR – Pioneer Plaza
Indianapolis, IN – Circle Center Mall
Austin, TX – Circuit of the Americas
Richmond, VA – Stony Point Fashion Park
Lyon, France – Palais de la BOURSE
Halifax, Canada – Halifax Exhibition Centre
Adelaide, Australia – Rundle Place
Seattle, WA – Shops at Braverman
Leeds, UK – Versa Leeds Studio
Bordeaux, France – Faïencerie
Pittsburgh, PA – Ross Park Mall
Oklahoma City, OK – Sailor and the Dock
El Paso, TX – Sunland Park
Denver, CO – Cherry Creek Mall
Green Bay, WI – KI Center
Ottawa, Canada – EY Centre
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Showcasing Awe & Wonder

Seeing something that dates back to the 1500's gave me chills!
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Awesome! Love it!
A Must-see!
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Absolutely beautiful
Planning to go again!
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Magical and breathtaking!
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

It was fantastic to be able to stand so close to such large canvases.
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Inspiring Encounter
Up-Close, Life-Size, Never-Seen-Before Perspective
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Past Sponsors

Buick
Mercedes Benz
Westfield
Raiffeisen Bank
Telemundo
Tourisme Montréal
Frost Bank
Al Día
Radio Wien
Radio 98.2 Berlin
Klassik Radio
Houston Arts Alliance
The State Fair of Texas
The Big E
Visit Aurora
Fever Labs
Constantly Evolving

Optional "Artist's Studio" Set

New Lightbox Set Pieces

Audio Guide App
SEE Family of Companies

Representing the finest in themed entertainment the SEE family of companies continues to break new ground in the presentation of popular entertainment to the public. SEE invents new ways to immerse the public into one-of-a-kind experiences that embody their favorite brand. Working with major Hollywood studios, record companies, sports franchises and legendary individuals, SEE is the home of immersive entertainment.

Founded in 1997, SEE is led by President Martin Biallas, a Hollywood veteran of 30 years. SEE has successfully launched projects based on world renown intellectual property, such as Star Trek, Titanic, The X-Files, Frida Kahlo, Banksy, and Michael Jackson. SEE’s recent projects include Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel: The Exhibition, Museum of Failure, and The Art of Banksy: Without Limits. SEE is based in Los Angeles and Las Vegas with production and promotion partners worldwide.
For Booking and More Information

MICHELANGELO’S SISTINE CHAPEL THE EXHIBITION

SEE Global Entertainment
Los Angeles | Las Vegas
seeglobalentertainment.com
chapelsistine.com

Contact
David Schleindl
david.schleindl@seegeglobalentertainment.com
818-853-4485

Spencer Bennett
spencer.bennett@seegeglobalentertainment.com
(916) 532-0567
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